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Proppant flowing along a straight fracture and settling
under gravity within a temperature-dependent fluid.

Straight Fracture

It is well known that there are many
complicated factors involved in the
hydraulic fracturing process, particularly
the pressure and temperatures associated
with the depth of operations. These
conditions make field and experimental
measurements both expensive and difficult
to acquire. Numerical modelling provides a
cost-effective approach to experimenting
with different treatment options before
hydraulic fracturing is applied in the field.

Introduction

Addition of side channel from which proppant can escape.

Leaking Fracture

,
Forcing

Coupled model validated for single and multiple particle flow.
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Addition of direction changes
to a single fracture channel.
Range of particle sizes in each
simulation.

Stepped Fracture

–Developed a numerical model for studying complex thermal suspension
behaviour
–Found numerous examples of where temperature-dependent viscosity and
particle size has impacts on proppant motion in fracture geometries

Summary

,

Collision

Ω

Validated with thermal Couette flow with viscosity changing with
temperature via
(Myers et al. 2006).

Streaming

,

Determine particle motion from Newton’s 2nd Law:
∑ =
Forces may include gravity, drag, contact, lubrication etc.
Drag calculated by method of Noble and Torczynski (1998).

Populations moving in direction i on a grid at time t:
represents fluid mass
represents total energy
These evolve in time through:
Δ ,
Δ

DEM – Solids

LBM – Fluid/Energy (Guo et al. (2007))

Model Description
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Numerical simulations of suspension flow within a temperature-dependent viscosity fluid using a coupled LBM-DEM approach

Proppant transport in complex fracture features
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